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Until the years of large-scale rearmament before 1914 there
were in France very few completely industrialized districts,
populated by masses of specialized workers such as Lancashire
or the Ruhr. It was the concentration of industry, and especi-
ally mining and metallurgy, which first created such condi-
tions, and precipitated Labour problems hi the form of strikes
and agitation for a general strike. By 1902, at its Montpelier
Congress, the C.G.T. was able to formulate the main principles
of syndicalism which distinguished it from parliamentary
Socialism. These were to obtain concessions from employers
not by arbitration but by strike, boycott and sabotage; and
from the State by agitation and demonstration: to oppose mili-
tarism in all forms, because the worker has no country, wars
only divide the working class, and military discipline destroys
working-class initiative and independence: and finally to work
for a successful general strike, which would abolish class-
divisions and create new forms of society. This amalgam of
Utopianism and physical violence was vigorously denounced
and resisted by the parliamentary Socialists, and by none more
effectively than by Millerand and Jean Jaures, who after 1892
strove to produce working-class unity in France and canalize it
into democratic, parliamentary channels. They regarded the
Republic as the means towards the end of Socialism, and tried
to lead organized labour with them. The arguments they used
are significant.
'To accomplish social reforms', wrote Millerand, {we must
ask the help of all branches of Socialists, no matter how bold
their theories, so long as they do not desire to triumph by
methods other than pacific and constitutional.9 cThe demo-
cratic Republic', wrote Jaures, *is not, as our self-styled doc-
trinaires of Marxism so often say, a purely bourgeois form ... it
heralds Socialism, prepares for it, contains it implicitly to some
(r937)' There are good shorter accounts in English in J. Hampden
Jackson: Jean Jaures (1943) and Sally Graves: A History of Socialism
(1939), Chapters II and VII. For the Bourses du Travail, see F. Pellou-
tier: Histoire des Bowses du Travail (1921), and D. W. Brogan: The
Development of Modefn France (1940), pp. 419 ff. The absorption of
Bourses by C.G.T. in 1902 was only nominally carried out.

